
The northern German branch of HDI Global SE is headquartered in the popular 

and prestigious office and administrative location of City-Süd in the centre of 

Hamburg: to be precise, in the renowned “Lindley Carree”, which is not only a real 

eye-catcher due to its modern architecture but has also won much acclamation 

with its “green building” concept. Design and environmental aspects were also 

taken into account in the interior design of HDI’s business premises, for example 

with ANKER’S AERA STRUCTURE.   

Not far from the wholesale market and 
just a stone’s throw away from the Spei-
cherstadt tourist and warehousing dis-
trict, City Süd has established itself since 
the 1990s as an increasingly attractive 
and centrally located commercial loca-
tion. In addition to its convenient situ-
ation, the surrounding area also attracts 
numerous companies and well-known 
names with its water bodies and green 
spaces. Lively and modern are the by-
words here, as they are in the Lindley 
Carree, which was built to a modern de-
sign between Sachsenstrasse and Süd-
kanal. As a “green building”, it is perfectly 
at home in this prosperous quarter in the 
heart of the Hanseatic city, both in terms 
of urban development and architecture 
and from an ecological point of view.

The northern German branch of HDI 
Global SE is also based in Lindley Carree. 
This is a traditional company with a his-
tory going back more than 100 years. 
The globally active group, whose name 
is in part an abbreviation of the original 

“Haftpflichtverband der deutschen Industrie” 

(“Liability Insurance Association of  
German Industry”), is one of the leading 
insurers of large, industrial and medium-
sized companies.

HDI’s entire business for northern  
Germany – from Bremen to Northern 
Lower Saxony and Schleswig-Holstein  
to Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania – is 
handled in Sachsenstrasse on premises 
with a total area of around 6,500 m2. The 
prestigious office rooms appear bright 
and modern and impress the onlooker 
with their intelligent use of glass and  
interior design elements which skilfully 
relax the ambience and provide a plea-
sant working atmosphere. The interior 
concept is perfectly supported by  
ANKER’s AREA STRUCTURE. The (tufted) 
grey (508) carpet tiles made of resource-
saving ECONYL® fibres blend homoge-
neously into the overall picture and 
strike a discreet and classy note with  
the corresponding feel-good factor.
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The office rooms appear 
bright and modern.
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The use of glass and interior design 
leaven the ambience.
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The ANKER carpet blends homogeneously 
into the overall picture.
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AERA STRUCTURE (colour 508)
Tufted carpet tiles made of the resource-saving ECONYL® fiber.
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AERA STRUCTURE (colour 508) 
Available as rolls (AERA STRUCTURE 400 cm wide) or tiles (50 x 50 cm).
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